
Országos angol nyelvi verseny 2014.  
első (iskolai) forduló 

MEGOLDÓKULCS és ÉRTÉKELÉSI ÚTMUTATÓ 
 
A feladatok javításakor kizárólag egyértelmű, jól olvasható, hibátlan, tollal írt 
megoldások fogadhatók el. 

Key 

Exercise 1 Decide where the word stress is in the following words. The bigger figure 

stands for the ‘heavy syllable’. (Any order is accepted.) 

 BAL-co-ny    a-RE-na 

 BAS-ket-ball    ath-LET-ics 

 EX-er-cise    com-PU-ter 

FUR-ni-ture    e-QUIP-ment 

 IN-dus-try    mu-SE-um 

 MO-tor-bike    po-LICE-man 

 OR-ches-tra    po-TA-to 

 PHO-to-graph    um-BREL-la 
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Exercise 2 Read the text about slang and complete the following tasks. 

Exercise 2 a Decide whether the statements are true of false. Put a tick in the correct box. 

  True False 

1. Young people in Britain often use the same slang words as their parents.   

2. British singers sometimes don’t know that they change their accent when 

they sing. 

  

3. Modern slang does not change very quickly.   

4. ‘Fit’ is only used for describing girls.   

5. More English is spoken by non-native speakers than by native speakers.   

6. It is essential to learn some British slang.   
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Exercise 2 b Match the slang words (1-8) with the correct meaning (a-h). Write the letter 
next to the number. 

1. h 2. c 3. e 4. a 5. g 6. d 7. f 8. b 
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Exercise 2 c Use the slang expressions from the text to complete the following 
conversations. 

1.Cool./Safe./ 
Sorted./Sound./Wicked. 

2. innit 3. well 4. hoodie 5. Hiya 6. Ta./Cheers. 
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Exercise 3 Read the passage below and choose the word that best fits each space. 

1. b 2. a 3. a 4. c 5. b 6. a 7. b 8. c 9. c 10. a 
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Exercise 4 Choose a formal and an informal expression for each function. Write the 

letters in the correct circle. 
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Desires 

a; g; 

Giving good news 

c; l; 

Offering help 

d; h; 

Requiring a reply 

b; k; 

Warning 

i; m; 

Giving bad news 

f; n; 

Asking for 
information 

e; j; 



Exercise 5 Use the correct form of verbs in the box to rewrite the sentences. 1 point for 
finding the correct verb and 1 point for correct sentence transformation. 

e.g.: Ellie to her Mum: ‘I’d like some cake.’  Ellie wanted to have some cake. 

1. Mother ordered her child to go to bed at once. / She ordered the child to go to bed at 
once. 

2. One girl/She suggested the other girl should wear the pink one. / One girl/She suggested 
the other girl/her wearing the pink one. / She suggested the other girl (that) she should 
wear the pink one. 

3. Emma/She warned Richie and Charlie/them not to go in there. 
4. The customer asked for his/her money back. 

The customer asked the shop assistant if she/he could have her/his money back. 
5. Mum/She let her son swim in the sea. 
6. The driver begged the traffic warden not to give him/her a parking ticket. 
7. The boy/He promised the girl/her (that) he would never, ever leave her. / The boy/he 

promised the girl not to leave her ever. / The boy/he promised the girl to never leave her 
(ever.) 

8. Sam Gordon(, the competition organizer) invited James/him to enter the competition. 
9. The nurse reassured the patient (that) he/she would be fine. 
10. Father/He reminded his son (that) it was his Mummy’s birthday in two days. / Father 

/he reminded his son of his Mummy’s birthday. 
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Exercise 6 You have to look for 2 words that sound the same but have different spellings 
and different meanings (e.g. piece – peace). The pictures will give you clues to the words 
to go on the top lines. The definitions in the box will give you clues to the words to go on 
the bottom lines. (You do not have to write or match them. They are your helpers.) 

e.g.: 1. MAIL   2.  COURT   3.  SAW 

 MALE    CAUGHT     SORE 

(man/boy)   (captured)    (hurting) 

4.  STATIONERY 5. PEAR    6.  SCENT 

 STATIONARY  PAIR     CENT 

 (not moving)   (two)     (American money) 

7.  MINER  8.  WAIST   9.  SAIL 

 MINOR   WASTE    SALE 

 (unimportant)   (refuse)     (goods at low prices) 

10. ROOTS  11. BOARD   12. DEER 

 ROUTES   BORED    DEAR 

 (roads)    (fed up)    (expensive) 
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